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Died Suddenly:  Military Cadets,  Mandated to be Fully  COVID-19 Vaccinated,  Are Dying
Suddenly Recently

By Dr. William Makis, April 26, 2023

There has been a tsunami of COVID-19 vaccine injuries and deaths in the US military, but
there hasn’t been much attention paid to the young military cadets from highly vaccinated
countries who are dying suddenly and under mysterious circumstances.

Politicians and the Anzac Tradition: A Story of Manipulation and Mythology

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 26, 2023

Since  then,  Anzac  has  become  a  militaristic  prop,  a  promotions  exercise  for  arms
manufacturers and the publicity for war. This was best exemplified by the decision to spend
almost A$500 million over nine years to redevelop the Australian War Memorial in Canberra.

Syria Comes in From the Cold. Scott Ritter

By Scott Ritter, April 26, 2023

The dramatic outbreak of diplomacy between Riyadh and Damascus is the by-product of
Russia’s growing influence in Middle Eastern affairs and is one of the clearest signals yet of
the declining role of the United States, whose military and diplomatic posture in the region
has greatly diminished over the course of the past few years.

Video: RFK Jr. (And Others) Expose the CIA’s Involvement in the COVID Plandemic
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By Robert F. Kennedy Jr and RealHistoryChan.com, April 25, 2023

In this video, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. implicates the CIA’s involvement in the COVID pandemic
through Event 201, a coronavirus pandemic simulation in New York City hosted by Bill Gates
and Avril Haines, former deputy director of the CIA. They were working on ways to use the
coronavirus as a pretense for clamping down totalitarian controls globally. 

International COVID Summit III: Join or Support!

By Dr. Robert Malone, April 25, 2023

As the COVID crisis winds down and we all seek to make sense of what has been done to us,
and how these atrocious “public health” policy decisions were made, we have the historic
Third International COVID Summit, on invitation of members of the European Parliament,
who are providing donations and support from their own personal budgets to help defray the
travel expenses of those participants and speakers who have much to contribute but face
financial  hardship  because  they  have  spoken  out  against  the  narrative  in  their  own
countries.

We Citizens Should Endorse Humanism: People Are Social,  Good and Capable of Living
Together Without Weapons and Wars

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, April 25, 2023

Those who want to be informed in detail  and truthfully about the rapid change in the
political climate, about the rapprochement of formerly hostile states in the Middle East and
Africa and the worldwide takeover of the WHO, and who want to know more about the decay
of morals in the West and the legalisation of drugs, should turn to internationally accessible
alternative media such as “Global Research”. He will be well advised to do so.

“Freedom of Religion” and Other Lies

By Philip Giraldi, April 25, 2023

The United States government, in its incessant bullying of foreign nations to get them to see
the world the way that the cabal that runs Washington sees it, ironically often cites such
fictions as the “rule of law” that guarantees such “rights” as “free speech” and “freedom of
religion” to justify its illegal actions.

The War on Free Speech Is Really a War on the Right to Criticize the Government
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By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, April 25, 2023

Although  the  right  to  speak  out  against  government  wrongdoing  is  the  quintessential
freedom, every day in this country, those who dare to speak their truth to the powers-that-
be find themselves censored, silenced or fired.

Our Heartless Medical System

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, April 25, 2023

A 41-year  old  mother  of  seven young children  has  been in  effect  condemned to  death  by
Emory  Healthcare  Inc.  of  Atlanta,  an  affiliate  of  Emory  University,  for  refusing  to  take  the
dangerous  Covid-19  shot.  The  mother  was  approved  for  a  kidney  transplant  but  was
removed from the list when she refused the death jab.

The Kursk Submarine Was Sunk by the Russian Navy by Accident

By Capt. Igor Kirillovich Kurdin and Dragan Vujicic, April 25, 2023

When asked what happened to the submarine Kursk on August 12, 2000, when it ended up
at the bottom of the Barents Sea with 118 crew members, I will not answer “only” it sank!
For twenty years I have worked on the research of this great accident that hit the Russian
Navy, and I am obliged to give my expert opinion: I am deeply convinced that it is a “man-
made disaster”.
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